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Tracee’s best-selling book "Radiant Rest –
Yoga Nidra for Deep Relaxation and
Awakened Clarity", published by Shambhala
Publishing, is available everywhere books are
sold. Her forthcoming book, "The Luminous
Self: Sacred Yogic Practices & Rituals to
Remember Who You Are" will be released in
Oct 2023, also by Shambala Publications.

Learn more at traceestanley.com.

In “The Luminous Self,” Tracee empowers
readers to turn towards the essential question
: Who am I? It includes practices, rituals, yoga
nidra, and self-inquiry to reveal inner wisdom,
and inspire us to rest in a place of
remembered wholeness. Tracee shares the
practices that have been most potent and
transformative in her life, and gives
suggestions for how to share in community.

About Tracee

Tracee Stanley is the founder of Empowered
Life Circle, a sacred community and portal of
practices, rituals, and Tantric teachings
inspired by more than 20 years of study in
various Yoga and Tantric traditions, including
Sri Vidya Tantra and the teachings of the
Himalayan masters. 

As a post-lineage teacher, Tracee is devoted
to sharing the wisdom of yoga nidra,
meditation, self-inquiry, nature as a teacher,
ritual, and ancestor reverence. She is the
creatrix of the Empowered Life Self-Inquiry
Oracle Deck and host of the Radiant Rest
Podcast, which celebrates the practices,
teachers, and traditions that prioritize the
rituals of rest, sacred dreaming, and self-care.

Tracee is highly sought after for her in-person
and online trainings and retreats. She serves
as a faculty member at the Esalen Institute,
Omega Institute, and Kripalu. She is the
founder of the Sankalpa Shakti Yoga School
and co-founder of Empowered Wisdom
Yoga Nidra Training School. 



Praise for The Luminous Self
Shambhala Publications (October 2023)

“It is time to collectively wake up and remember who we are before our
forgetfulness causes any more harm to us, all sentient beings, and the

planet. The Luminous Self is not only a book—it is already a good Ancestor
who whispers to us, ‘This, this is the way.’ You are not lost; follow the ray

that points toward The Luminous Self.”
 

—Octavia Raheem, author of Pause, Rest, Be
 

“This work of art speaks to the undoing that meets us all at our proverbial
front door when we dive into an inquiry and practice how to heal ourselves

and find peace amid a chaotic world and landscape. Tracee provides a
soft container that feels like the wisest guidance for the unraveling and

undoing as well as practices and tools for the journey back 
into wholeness and truth.”

 
—Michelle Cassandra Johnson, author of We Heal Together.

“There are practices and teachings within this
book that will change the course of your

destiny. The Luminous Self is a portal to the
inner realms where anything is possible” 

—Kim Krans, artist and 
 

creator of The Wild Unknown Tarot
 

“Tracee Stanley's book arrives in an age when
people are thirsting for an authentic path to
the true Self. This beautiful and deep book is

the dip of cool water needed to 
slake that thirst.”

 
—Acharya Shunya, author of Sovereign Self



Continue reading in SAKARA LIFE Magazine

https://www.sakara.com/blogs/mag/nightcap-tracee-stanley-yoga-nidra-sleeping-sakara-ayurveda


Continue reading in SAKARA LIFE Magazine

https://www.sakara.com/blogs/mag/nightcap-tracee-stanley-yoga-nidra-sleeping-sakara-ayurveda


Tracee's full article and playlist on: https://www.sakara.com/blogs/all/exclusive-tracee-stanleys-waking-meditation-audio



Continue Reading in  Chalkboard Magazine.

https://thechalkboardmag.com/author-tracee-stanley-on-myths-about-rest/


Continue Reading in Radiant Health Magazine

https://shop.radianthealthmag.com/products/radiant-no-16-print-the-self-care-issue


Read the Article in "Yoga Journal"

https://www.yogajournal.com/lifestyle/balance/how-mental-health-professionals-use-yoga-stay-sane/


Continue Reading in  Best Self.

https://bestselfmedia.com/that-which-makes-you-fall/


Tracee's full article on LA YOGA's site:
 

https://layoga.com/practice/yoga/the-householders-flow-
incorporating-radiant-rest-in-daily-life/





WANDER MAGAZINE



WANDER MAGAZINE



Radiant Rest in OM Magazine Books November 2021

https://www.ommagazine.com/om-books-november-2021/


Radiant Rest in Yoga Magazine



Radiant Rest in Soul & Spirit 2021 Holiday Gift Guide

https://media.soulandspiritmagazine.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/12115805/nh.pdf






Read the Full Article

https://www.vogue.com/article/3-wellness-experts-of-color-weigh-in-on-coping-amid-coronavirus


Listen to the Podcast

https://www.blackgirlinom.com/podcast-blog/radical-self-inquiry-through-yoga-nidra-with-tracee-stanley


Read the Radiant Rest FeatureListen to the CTZNWELL Podcast

https://ctznwell.substack.com/p/be-fierce-for-all-of-us
https://www.ctznwell.org/ctznpodcast/rest-is-revolutionary-tracee-stanley


Listen to the Hey, Girl. Podcast

Listen to the YOGALAND Podcast

IG Live Series on @iamwellandgood

Watch and Listen to the Talk
on The Kingdom's Youtube Channel

Listen to the Practice of You 
Podcast

Listen to the At the End of the
Tunnel Podcast

https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/tracee-on-inner-wisdom/id1213443908?i=1000510044243
https://www.jasonyoga.com/podcast/episode227/
https://www.wellandgood.com/breathwork-for-sleep/
https://www.justinmichaelwilliams.com/blog/the-power-of-radiant-rest
https://practiceyou.com/episode-86-tracee-stanley/
https://practiceyou.com/episode-86-tracee-stanley/
https://practiceyou.com/episode-86-tracee-stanley/
https://www.lightwatkins.com/tunnel/tracee-stanley
https://www.lightwatkins.com/tunnel/tracee-stanley


Read  the Article

https://www.stylist.co.uk/health/sleep/stylist-restival-sleep-event-tickets/494479
https://www.stylist.co.uk/health/sleep/stylist-restival-sleep-event-tickets/494479
https://www.stylist.co.uk/health/sleep/stylist-restival-sleep-event-tickets/494479


Continue Reading

https://www.yogajournal.com/lifestyle/balance/7-rituals-to-transform-your-day-into-a-sacred-practice/


Read the Full  Article

https://abcnews.go.com/GMA/News/gma-inspiration-list-making-black-history-2021/story?id=75228763
https://abcnews.go.com/GMA/News/gma-inspiration-list-making-black-history-2021/story?id=75228763
https://abcnews.go.com/GMA/News/gma-inspiration-list-making-black-history-2021/story?id=75228763


Read the Full Feature



Read the Full Article

https://www.wellandgood.com/body-scan-meditation/




Listen to the Soulfeed Podcast Listen to the Daring to Rest Podcast

 

Listen to the Balanced, Beautiful and
Abundant Show Podcast

Listen to the For the Life of Me Podcast Listen to the Shakti School Podcast

Listen to the Koya Webb Podcast

https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/radiant-rest-with-tracee-stanley/id977979288?i=1000486942592
https://traceeyoga.com/media-interviews-articles/2021/4/12/daring-to-rest-the-power-of-yoga-nidra-and-radiant-rest-with-tracee-stanley
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/the-balanced-beautiful-and-abundant-show-rebecca-whitman/id1504525713?i=1000514549556
https://www.juliepiatt.com/podcast
https://traceeyoga.com/media-interviews-articles/2021/3/8/the-ghee-spot-deep-rest-with-tracee-stanley
https://koyawebb.com/podcast-ep-62-be-the-change-you-want-to-see-in-the-world-with-tracee-stanley/


Listen Listen

Listen Listen Listen

Listen Listen Listen

Listen

https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/tracee-stanley-reclaiming-rest/id1472778836?i=1000589995139
https://shows.acast.com/6241844a3137fd001307667e/6331bf0a363b4400126e5eac
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/episode-500-the-antidote-to-feeling-stuck-with/id1077634041?i=1000603627329
https://podcasts.apple.com/de/podcast/35-tracee-stanley-warum-sind-pausen-so-wichtig/id1540815892?i=1000556380073
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/tracee-stanley-improve-sleep-rest-and-breath-with/id1446501856?i=1000525703037
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/121-radiant-rest-and-yoga-nidra-with-tracee-stanley/id1482655525?i=1000552285869&wmode=opaque
https://podcasters.spotify.com/pod/show/amy-leigh-mercree
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/uncovering-radiant-rest-with-tracee-stanley/id1524566675?i=1000514947865
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/radiant-rest-with-tracee-stanley/id1603436014?i=1000552781577&wmode=opaque


Listen Listen

Listen Listen Listen

Listen Listen Listen

Listen

https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/radiant-rest-with-tracee-stanley/id1465851297?i=1000609661885
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/50-radiant-rest-with-tracee-stanley/id1603805157?i=1000604114995
https://loveandliberation.libsyn.com/tracee-stanley-yoga-nidra-non-doing-life-transitions-as-practice
https://podcasts.apple.com/de/podcast/35-tracee-stanley-warum-sind-pausen-so-wichtig/id1540815892?i=1000556380073
https://teachingyoga.net/?s=tracee&et_pb_searchform_submit=et_search_proccess&et_pb_include_posts=yes&et_pb_include_pages=yes
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/121-radiant-rest-and-yoga-nidra-with-tracee-stanley/id1482655525?i=1000552285869&wmode=opaque
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/43-tracee-stanley-on-tapping-into-your-inner-knowing/id1515614913?i=1000513519538
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/the-art-of-deep-rest-with-tracee-stanley/id1105565152?i=1000514026414
https://www.tendherwild.com/2023/06/23/71-dropping-into-radiant-rest-with-tracee-stanley/


Listen Listen Listen

Listen Listen Listen

Listen Listen Listen

https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/radiant-rest/id1526866921?i=1000505413253
https://yourjoyologist.com/podcast-tracee-stanley/
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/be-the-change-you-want-to-see-in-the-world-with-tracee-stanley/id1455677259?i=1000500972091
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/asking-for-what-you-need-with-guest-tracee-stanley/id1481416740?i=1000478150045
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/dentalks-powered-by-den-meditation/id1391968482
https://katenorthrup.com/podcast/episode-91-tracee-stanley-yoga-healing-and-the-brave-path-inward/
https://www.podbean.com/media/share/pb-xaw98-f0958c?utm_campaign=u_share_ep&utm_medium=dlink&utm_source=u_share
https://traceeyoga.com/media-interviews-articles/2021/3/1/soulfeed-rest-is-your-birthright
https://cms.megaphone.fm/channel/yoga-journal-the-yoga-show?selected=AIMED8058250165


Contact Tracee at TraceeStanley.com

https://traceeyoga.com/contact

